Instead of divisional insignia (such as was used in the A.E.F.)
to distinguish the various branches, etc., of the C.C.C.
we suggest the following easy means of identification
- Every company barber should have this chart in his shop, or
tent, to work from (as most of his work resembles one or the
other of these cuts anyway, you should worry)

"Bangs" (ou!!)
- For dynamite men

Blasted effect
- For T.N.T.

Wide part
- For firebreakers

Corkscrew curls
- For bore & bit

Pen & pencil-holder curls
- For clerical

Barren land clip
- For reclamation

Distinctive styles
- For axe men

For scythe & sickle men

Cross cut
- Stump effect

Tangled
- Underbrush

Fallen tree pompadour
- For wood-choppers

Forest fire flare (for
- Red-heads only)

Runnel effect
- For erosion

District men

Wing
- For ploughmen

Pick-axe cut

Spade cut
- Saw cut

Clipper cut